Seskarö
rising from the sea
Nature trail with information
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Nature trail with information
in the south-east corner of Seskarö
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A three-kilometre walk takes you through forest, along a sea shore and past
a little lake. It is a varied walk taking 1-2 hours.

Trail markings and numbered posts

The trail is marked with red rings around the tree trunks, except along
the stretch that follows the sea shore. There you walk free and find your
own way. Information is gathered at 19 places along the trail. Sixteen of
these places have a numbered post, and three are a stretch rather than
a point, and therefore have no post. The number plates are orange, like
Sea-Buckthorn berries!

Information

There is information in this folder about each of the 19 places. The
folder can be downloaded as a pdf on www.haparanda.se/naturstig or
www.seskaro.net. It is also available in printed form at Ö-Pärlan Sekarö,
Seskarö Havsbad & Camping and Folkets hus community centre: Seskarö
Hembygdsförening.
Enjoy the tour!
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1. Rising from the sea
Walk out onto the promontory. There you can sense how the land
is rising from the sea. For the last centuries, Seskarö has been
rising from the sea at 9 mm a year. The promontory comprises
shingle, buffeted hard by the waves. Plants gradually grow closer
to the shoreline. Outermost we see Sea Buckthorn, its leaves
silver-green on the underside, Bog Myrtle with fragrant leaves
and Willow, a favourite among foraging hares and moose. On
slightly higher ground, the Grey Alder has already taken root and
a little farther in Birch, Spruce and Pine.
Two grass species grow near the water, Narrow Small-Reed and
the somewhat bigger Bothnian Hair-Grass with a more sprawling panicle at the tip. Bothnian Hair-Grass is endemic (limited to
this location) to the Gulf of Bothnia and its Latin name is therefore
Deschampsia bottnica. It often grows in small tufts right on the
waterline.
Sea-Buckthorn is a prickly bush with sharp thorns. The male and
female flowers are on separate bushes. The female bushes can
produce orange-coloured berries in the autumn. They are packed
with Vitamin C and make delicious jam, squash and liqueur. They
are best picked at the first frost, when they are well frozen and do
not split. Now walk back and continue along the marked trail.

Bothnian Hair-Grass, an endemic species
around the Gulf of Bothnia.
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Sea-Buckthorn berries are rich in Vitamin C.
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2. High or low?

Spruce twigs can take root and form new spruce plants.

Here the trail follows a raised beach reaching a couple of metres
above the sea. This formed the waterline two centuries ago. The trail
continues through a beautiful mixed forest of spruce, pine and birch.
Note that the spruce multiplies here not only through cones, but
also by laying its lowermost branches on the ground. There they can
take root and grow new spruce shoots. Such vegetative propagation
is common at the coast and near mountains. Pines are heavily grazed
by moose in winter and may need to struggle to survive.
Why not go down to the beach and look for drift lines from the high
tide? The sea level in the Gulf of Bothnia varies by up to 3 metres depending on the wind. Fresh winds from the south and low pressure
push up the water level and winds from the north and high pressure
lower the water level. Ten metres from the water you can see the high
water mark as a drift line of branches and debris that the waves have
washed up.
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3. Birds of the forest
A walk along the trail in April-June means plenty of birdsong. Here are
some of the species you may hear:

Non-migratory birds start to sing as early as April:

The Great Tit has a two-note, rhythmic call, titut-titut-titut-titut.
The Coal Tit whistles monotonously, something like a Great Tit but
higher and faster.
The Willow Tit most commonly sings a powerful chee-tair-tair- tair.

With the migratory birds, new voices arrive in May-June:

The Old World Robin has a silvery, chattering, but very beautiful song.
The Chaffinch has a song that is strong and abrupt, a swift falling
refrain that ends in a flourish.
The Willow Warbler has a similar song, but thinner, more hesitant and
without the final flourish.
The Song Thrush sings powerfully, first a stanza that it repeats a few
times, then a new stanza with new repetitions.
The Redwing often has a loud, falling series of tones, ending with
croaking like that of a Fieldfare.

The Old World Robin sings among the spruces.
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4. Rosy promontory

Make a detour down to the beach. Yet another wind-swept shingle
promontory! Here we can see how the waves, as well as ice movement
in spring, throw rocks, gravel and sand on to the beach. Note how the
sea ice has scraped away bushes, so that only small stumps remain.
There are many plants, including three rose species – Raspberry,
Arctic Bramble and Maple. Try a taste of sun-ripened raspberry in late
summer. Already in July there is its relative Arctic Bramble to enjoy.
Arctic Bramble is the most aromatic of our berries, filled with fragrance
and flavour. Some plants are male, others female. Only the female
plants can produce berries. But they all flower in pink, equally beautiful
and all in May. The maple is also a rose species, with beautiful clusters
of blooms in June and red berries in the autumn. And naturally, you can
make a maple berry drink or jelly from the bitter berries. But they are
probably most important to the restless Fieldfare and Waxwing, which
quickly strip the trees. The moose also loves maple, but treats the trees
less gently. There are other beautiful shoreline plants: the yellow flowering Tansy of late summer and blue spikes of Garden Speedwell.
To the east you can see a wind farm in Finland, over twenty kilometres
away. From the left you can see the islands of Seskarklubbarna, Torne
Furö, Hamnskär, Skomakaren, Enskär, Haru and Seskar Furö. Fishermen
place salmon traps out in the water, which can be seen in the distance.
Now continue along the trail until the next stopover.

Arctic Bramble blooms in May-June and has berries in July-August.
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5. Grey or Common?
Down by the shore stands an old
Common Alder. That is to say as
of 2013 it is standing, but what
happens after that remains to be
seen. Woodpecker holes show that
it contains masses of insects, which
are food for woodpeckers. Near
the shore stands a young, growing Common Alder. As we saw at
the first stop-over, the Grey Alder
is a tree that lines many of the
shores around the Gulf of Bothnia.
It is common in the North and has
migrated in from further north.
But here in fact stands a Common
Alder. Its leaves are shiny, not grey
as on the Grey Alder. And the leaves
are rounded, not pointed as on the
Grey Alder. The Common Alder is
most common in southern Sweden
and has migrated in from the south.
All alders have a speciality which
they share with both Bog Myrtle
and Sea-Buckthorn. They have
nodules on the roots, where
bacteria live. The bacteria can do
something that trees and bushes
cannot do for themselves, namely
convert the nitrogen in the air into
the kind of nitrogen that is useful to
plants. So, the alder has free access
to nutritious nitrogen and can grow
even on poor soil. They can even
be generous with nitrogen and in
autumn shed green leaves full of
nutrition.
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Alder with female flowers

Grey Alder with cones
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6. Forest flowers and a tiny fungus
Here the trail passes through a
beautiful, mossy spruce forest.
Underneath lies a carpet of Big Red
Stem Moss, Splendid Feather Moss
and Broom Moss. You can read more
about them at another stopover.
Twinflower sends its long runners up onto stones stones and tree
stumps to find room for its pink,
fragrant flowers. May Lily produces
a raceme of modest white flowers
in early summer. By September the
flowers have become elegant small
red berries. You must not eat them.
Other flowering plants here include
the yellow flowered Small Cowwheat and Common Cow-wheat.
Interrupted Clubmoss grows in
runners and forms spikes at the
top. The spike produces spores that
disseminate the plant. Interrupted
Clubmoss is a so-called vascular
cryptogam. It has a root and stem
for nutrition just like ordinary flowers, but spores instead of seeds. The
yellow spores were formally
collected as lycopodium powder
which was placed in pillboxes so that
the tablets would not stick together.
In late summer and autumn, the
ground is covered in small, pale
fungi, “Stinking Parachute”. They
thrive under spruce trees. Try picking
up one such fungus and carefully
pulling away the soil until you see
what the fungus is attached to. That’s
right, the fungus is sitting there
munching a single spruce needle!
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Micromphale perforans (Stinking
Parachute) in a carpet of moss …

… each growing from its own
spruce needle.

The Twinflower blooms and spreads its
fragrance in early summer.
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7. Choice of roads
Here you choose routes – follow the trail straight ahead or follow the
shore for a while.

Alternative 1:

Walk straight ahead along the marked trail through an old growth
spruce forest.

Alternative 2:

Or walk down to the sea and follow the shore (without a trail) for
400m to a boat landing with a boathouse. There you will see a
bigger trail coming down which will lead you up to the marked
walking trail. The walk along the shore does not follow a trail –
you choose your own route. There are three information points
numbered 8 to 10, but no posts.

Stones from afar (if you follow the shore)

Seskarö comprises moraine, which was swelled by the sea when
the island rose out of the water. At the beginning of the waterside
walk it is a shingle beach with beautiful rocks. The black rocks are of
Gabbro, the symbol of Norrbotten province. The inland ice tore this
away from the bedrock in the area immediately north of Seskarö.
Further along, the shore is wetter and can be difficult at high tide.
You may then need to walk higher up through the waterside forest.

Gabbro stone, provincial symbol of Norrbotten.
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8. The water meadow
Along the shore, no post

Here the breakers hit the shore when it is windy. Note how in a severe
storm the sea ice and high water are pressed up the shore and have
scraped away the bark from birches and alders. When you follow the
shore you come more and more into the shelter of small offshore shallows. The shingle beach turns into a verdant water meadow. Many shoreline plants and meadow plants thrive in the rich soil.
Marsh Marigold, the first spring flower, yellow blooms.
Marsh Violet, blooms early, in May.
Grass-of-Parnassus with a white flower at the top.
Late-Flowering Yellow Rattle with yellow flowers resembling Snapdragon.
Garden Speedwell, lofty, with a blue spike on top.
Common Meadow-Rue, where colourful stamens and pistils attract insects.
Arctic Bramble, beautiful pink flowers which produce delicious red berries
Dwarf Cornel, which in autumn has beautiful red berries and maroon leaves.
Sea-Buckthorn, prickly bushes that produce juicy, orange berries.
Bog Myrtle, a small bush with fragrant leaves. Scratch and sniff!
Silverweed, a yellow Arctic species.

The most exclusive plant here is Siberian Primrose. Its lovely pink blooms
appear around Midsummer, but are then quite difficult to discover.
Siberian Primrose is a truly Arctic species found around the Arctic Ocean
and as far north as the Gulf of Bothnia, in particular in the Haparanda
Archipelago.

Silverweed and Siberian Primrose, both Arctic species, thrive around the Gulf of Bothnia.
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9. The inlet became a lake
Along the shore, no post

Common Duckweed floats on the surface.

The Eurasian Wigeon loves it.

Following the shore, it soon comes into the shelter of some offshore
shallows. If you look at the forest you will see a lake inside the rim of
grey alders. 100 years ago, the lake was a sea inlet. To this day, brackish water flows into the lake at high tide if the wind is in the south. If
you have boots you can wade to the lake to discover both plants and
birds.
Out on the water surface float small leaves of Duckweed. The lake
is surrounded by sedge, in particular Bottle Sedge. There is a small
stand of Flowering Rush, tipped with pretty pink flowers. It is unusual
in Norrbotten but more common further south. We also find Grey
Club-Rush, tall, straw-like and with spikelets almost at the tip. There
are sporadic occurrences of Cowbane, a plant with clusters of flowers,
similar to Cow Parsley. It is so poisonous that cows die if they eat it.
This has given cowbane its dramatic name.
Ducks come to the lake to feed - Eurasian Wigeon, Mallard and
Common Teal. The Reed Bunting will perch singing in a willow bush.
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10. Birds of the sea shore
Along the shore, no post

Along the seashore, especially in spring and early summer, you can see
many of the birds typical to the Gulf of Bothnia. Among those you can
see or hear:
Redshank, a wader with a red beak and red legs, fluting on the shoreline.
Common Greenshank often puts on a courtship display on the shore. Klivi,
klivi, klivi. Chu chu chu.
Common Snipe, also a wader, brays in the air. It actually does it with its tail,
its tail feathers vibrating as it dives.
Common Gull (with grey wings) and the larger Great Black-Backed Gull
(with black wings) patrol the shore.
Black-Headed Gull and small dainty Little Gull fly along the shoreline to
catch dragonflies in the air.
The Arctic Tern dives elegantly after fish. They winter around the Antarctic!
Greylag forage on the water meadows. They cackled loudly.
The Whooper Swan often looks for food out in the shallows.
Red-Breasted Merganser, Common Merganser and Tufted Duck dive in
the shallows.

Then follow the shore to a boat landing with boathouse, on a level with
the cottage on the island. There the nature trail turns right onto a road
and soon joins the shorter, marked trail that does not lead down to the
sea. Follow it straight ahead.

Greylag with young.
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The Redshank flutes loudly
on the shore.
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11. Swamp forest

Along the trail through the forest if you do not follow the sea shore.

Follow the trail in the forest (if you choose not to follow the shore)
walking through a swampy spruce forest. Here you can glimpse a
marsh on your left. You can walk down and look, but you may need
boots. You pass a forest of grey alder with many dead and dying
trees. Such deciduous forests are vital for wood inhabiting insects
and therefore also for woodpeckers which dig larvae out of the
wood. Large stands of the imposing Narrow Buckler Fern grow here.
Out on the marsh grow Water Sedge, Marsh Cinquefoil and Water
Plantain. Such marshes, embedded in the forest, are excellent
foraging sites for moose, who like to munch on sedge. The dense
forest gives good cover.
The Old World Robin sings in the forest together with the Redwing
and Song Thrush. Perhaps you can also hear the piercing whistle of
the Hazel Grouse, sitting well hidden in a spruce. Marsh forests like
this are perhaps not the first place people seek out, but for plants
and wildlife it is an extremely rich environment. It is valuable to have
such forests preserved by forestry companies, and not fragmented
by ditches.

The Hazel Grouse is well camouflaged.
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12. The forest’s floor insulation

Big Red Stem Moss forms a carpet in the spruce forest.

Note the carpet of moss beneath the spruces. It mainly comprises Big Red Stem Moss and Splendid Feather Moss, the most
common types of moss in Swedish forests. In the past they were
used as installation between layers when building timber houses.
Fibreglass from the past. The moss seals, but does not rot. Big Red
Stem Moss looks like a tree with its branches spread evenly along
the red trunk. Splendid Feather Moss has branches at different
levels, one level for each year. For that reason it is sometimes also
called Stair-Step Moss. In the middle of everything, there is also
a large cushion of light green Bog Moss. Bog moss absorbs water
and therefore is not suitable as a sealant between house timbers.
The trail now continues through the forest which indeed has a
carpet of Big Red Stem Moss and Splendid Feather Moss. After a
few hundred metres, it turns right onto a path leading up from
the sea.
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13. Juniper, the berrymaker
Juniper bushes grow here on a carpet of Big Red Stem Moss
and Splendid Feather Moss. Juniper is our only coneless conifer.
Instead, the juniper produces berries, green the first year and
blue the second year. Both moose and hare like to graze the
sharp twigs. In spring you can see piles of bitten-off twigs
below the bushes. The mountain hare has been here. You can
see it by the diagonally bitten shoots.
Mankind has always had plenty of uses for juniper. Juniper
twigs have been used when smoking fish and meat. The wood
has been used in handicraft, for example to make fragrant
butter knives. The tough juniper twigs have also been used as
wicker, among other things when binding roundpole fencing.
The berries are a delicious seasoning with game meat.

The green juniper berries are one year old, while the blue ones are two.
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14. Pine

Woodpecker smithy, where the Great
Spotted Woodpecker has pecked
seeds from a pine cone.

The Great Spotted Woodpecker likes to
peck out its nesting hole in a pine.
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Here the trail passes through
a pine forest. Pines can live
more than 700 years. But here
on Seskarö island, the forest
has been felled at regular
intervals, so the pines do not
grow so old. The pine is our
most important tree for
construction material. Many
animals also make use of the
pine. The moose and capercaillie graze on pine needles
in the winter. Around you, you
can see how moose have both
grazed and broken the tips of
young-growth pine trees. On
the ground there are piles
of moose droppings – large
brown “chocolates”.
Pinewood is soft, so woodpeckers like to hack out a
nesting hole in them. Large
woodpeckers like pine seeds
and will pick the seeds out
from pine cones. The trail
continues past woodpecker
smithies – trees which woodpeckers return to in order to
attach cones they are working
on. Hundreds of pine cones
can be seen below such trees,
which the woodpeckers have
emptied of pine seeds.
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15. Silver birch or downy birch
Along the beach you have followed there have been a considerable number of birches. Here in the pine forest too there are
scattered birches. We have two tree-shaped birch species at the
coast, silver birch and downy birch.
The Silver Birch has triangular, deeply serrated leaves, while
the Downy Birch has more drop-shaped, finely serrated leaves.
The silver birch has warty shoots, while the downy birch has
slightly furry shoots without warts. Which birch do you think is
growing here on the moor?
The Black Grouse likes to perch in birches in the winter, and
eat the birch catkins. It is the male catkins that are large and
rigid in winter. The female catkins are still hidden inside buds
and will not appear until leafing begins. It is the female catkins
which after fertilisation form catkins with birch seeds, which
the Red Poll will enjoy feasting on next winter.

Downy Birch
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Silver Birch
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16. Reindeer and reindeer lichen
Reindeer lichen thrives here on the dry pine moor. There are
several species, all of them light grey-green. Reindeer lichen is the
most important winter food for reindeer. You can see how the reindeer lichen has been heavily grazed, and here and there lie piles of
reindeer droppings – small “liquorice sweets”. Here also grow both
Cowberry and Bearberry. Bearberry is similar to Cowberry, but has
red, tasteless berries. Luckily they are not poisonous.
Thousands of semi-domesticated reindeer forage here in the
winter. All the reindeer in Sweden are owned by a reindeer herding
community. Reindeer can smell the lichen that they are foraging
for through the snow cover. Large, powerful reindeer bulls are best
at digging down with their hooves through the snow to the lichen.
In winter however the bulls have no antlers. Reindeer cows have
antlers all winter. Therefore they rank higher and can easily drive a
reindeer bull away from the dinner pit he has just dug. It is useful
for the cow to be able to do that, since she often has a-year-old calf
with her and is carrying an unborn reindeer calf. She needs a good
supply of food.

Several species of reindeer lichen
are to be found on the moor.
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Bearberry grows on dry ground.
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17. Concentric Ring Lichen
Look at the stones. Concentric Ring Lichen is growing there, an
impressive lichen, nearly covering the stones. It grows from the
middle outwards in large concentric rings. It dies from the inside,
but soon a new ring of lichen appears growing out along the first
one. In the past, during the time of Russian incursions, it was also
called the Russian Empire, since it was constantly expanding but
being eaten away from the inside.
It is skilful of them to be able to grow on a dry stone. Their secret
is that a lichen is of a dual nature – an alga living inside a fungus.
The fungus is the lichen’s body. It can absorb water and provide
an excellent habitat for the alga. Unlike the fungus, the alga is
capable of photosynthesis – it can manufacture sugar from sunlight, water and carbon dioxide. The alga pays its rent in sugar!

Concentric ring lichen, formerly called ”Russian Empire” in Sweden.
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18. Forest berries

Crowberry

Here you can find at least three forest berries – bilberry, cowberry
and crowberry. They all belong to the heather family. Bilberry
is the best at acquiring good ground. Cowberry is forced out to
wetter or drier areas. The forest also contains Crowberries. All
three berries are delicious and useful. Crowberry has least flavour,
but has in recent years become popular in the berry industry. All
of them flower early in spring and are dependent on insects to
pollinate them if there are to be plenty of berries.
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19. A cool ending
The Nature trail ends here, but why not walk through the campground down by the sea? If it is a warm summer’s day, we suggest
that you round off the walk with a dip at the beach at Tromsöviken.
The Gulf of Bothnia has plenty of beaches. The sand at Tromsöviken
swelled out from the moraine areas on Seskarö when the island
rose out of the sea. Due to glacial rebound and the waves, the sand
was brought up to the surface and forms sand moors and sandy
beaches. The wind has then formed the sand into dunes, among
other places here around Tromsöviken.
Three plants help to bind the open sand – the tall grass species
Lyme Grass, the purple flowering Sea Pea, and the low, creeping,
sturdy Sea Sandwort. Sea Pea has delicious shoots in early summer
and tasty peas in the pods in late summer. Taste and enjoy! Higher
up, the Bearberry helps to bind the sand. The plant resembles
cowberry, but tastes of nothing but flour – i.e. not so tasty. It forms
dense carpets with its long runners.

Sea Pea and Sea Sandwort bind the drifting sand.
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My own notes:
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The information folder is available as a pdf from:
www.haparanda.se/naturstig or www.seskaro.net
And as a printed folder at: Ö-Pärlan Seskarö, Seskarö Havsbad &
Camping and Folkets hus community centre: Seskarö Hembygdsförening.
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Seskarö
Twenty kilometres southwest
of Haparanda town lies Seskarö.
Today, several bridges lead
to the seven-kilometre long island

Come for a nature walk!
We have made a nature trail
and this information folder.
It takes an hour, or three,
depending on how much
you want to learn, enjoy or photograph.
The trail takes you along the sea shore,
past a magical little forest lake,
through murky spruce forests
and over fragrant pine moors.
There is a great deal to discover.
The folder will help you to see
and understand.
Welcome into nature.
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